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4.10 Polygons are a super set of lines and points. It is common to draw the polygons on paper, and cut
out the parts that need to be 3D printed. I like to draw the polygons on paper before cutting them out

and then I can place it back on the drawing board to check if it is going to fit in the hot ends of the
workcell - and make changes if needed. Tip 1 - Ensure the top and bottom of the sketch are at the

corners of the drawing board. Tip 2 - You may want to draw the polygon on paper and cut out the parts
of the polygon to get a better idea of what shape it is going to be. Tip 3 - The Sketch should be created

using vector graphics - as any errors made with a raster (pixel) graphic program will persist in the
printed file. Tip 4 - The printed files are not the original CAD file, so there is no reason to have points

(points which are used to create the grid on the model) on the drawing board. Here is a sketch I
created in Autodesk Fusion 360 - and printed on a blank, non-stick cutting board - because I wanted to
print the first test of the model. I changed it after using it on an Epilog hot end - and printed a second

test that I sent to my customer. Tip 5 - Ensure the parts of the model you 3D print are overhanging the
CAD model. Example of overhanging printed parts in 3D Tip 6 - CAD models will print in the correct

orientation Example of incorrect orientation Tip 7 - There will be a minimum width for the printed parts
Example of minimum width Tip 8 - Since the model is printed from one side to the other, it can also be

printed on a dual sided printer. Example of print from one side to the other Tip 9 - If the model is
printed from one side to the other, then I tend to print it from the bottom to the top. Example of the
model printed from the bottom to the top I have also made a printable PDF file to share the models I

have made - I like to make them available to my customers for future reference
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In addition, the game will be accompanied by a soundtrack album, and the song pack will consist of 37
songs from the game. Ã¢Â€ÂœOur team of experts chose these songs with the intention of adding to

the soundtrack and fans of music from the world of Rocksmith,Ã¢Â€Â� said Johnathan Stec.
Ã¢Â€ÂœAnd we hope theyÃ¢Â€Â™ll find some new favourites.Ã¢Â€Â� The artists included in the
Rockstar Editor team the Ã¢Â€ÂœF.A.M.E.Ã¢Â€Â� (Ã¢Â€ÂœFriends and fans of the musicÃ¢Â€Â�)
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